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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YO~K AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW

Apr. 27, 1983

"Buffalo Model" Defended,
Criticized At O
_ pen Hearing
b_y Wendy Cohen

pboto by Earl Pfeffer
Panel from left: Profs. S~hlegel, Headrick & Hyman, and ·
st u~ents Roberts, B.ond & ~ane.
·

It was standing room only as
law students and facult-,-: filled
O'Brien Room 106 on Wednesday, April 13. to air their views
· on the curriculum at an open
forum on the "Buffalo Model."
The nontraditional approach
taken to legal education at IJ/B
leaves students with ser.ious
gaps in . their legal training,
making it difficult for Jhem_ to
pass the Bar_exam, and l~aving
them at a disadvantage in the
job markef. These .were · some
of the.many criticisms levelled
against the curriculum by
students at the forum . In
response, Dean Headrick and
Associate ~ean Schlegel tried
to· demonstrate that a currkulum w~ich de-emphasizes
legal doctrine and stresses the
legai system itself can turn out
.·better lawyers, 111ore adept at
solving problems than those
by David Cass
trarned· only to ·memorize a
shifting body of rule~.
Dean Headrick is going to be
"Many perceive of.- the Buf: taking a leave of-absence from
falo 'Model as a grand experi the law school during the ' fall
'ment, with us as the guinea semester to pursue his
· pigs:" charged· third-year stu research in the field of proper
' dent Keith Bond, who along ty law. He is going to Oxford
with third-year · students Rick University to complete a series
Roberts · and Bob Lane got of essays on the prigins of prodis_cussion underway by ex . perty rights and their applica
pressing some of the more tion to the modern socio
<;ommonly hea'rd complaints economic interpretation of
about the curriculum . Among property law. The Dean, hav
the questions the three ing been to Oxford on many
students asked were "What previous occasions, is looking
specifically is inadequate forward to completing his
about traditional teaching?" research and to being back in a
and ."Why isn't Law In Context place as charming and quaint
taught after students have as Oxford.
In Dean Headrick's absence,
· grasped basic doctrine?" (This
year's first-year class has been Assistant Dean Schlegel will
required to take "Law ,In Con- become Acting Dean. When
text A" and "Law In Context _asked if he expected any

Wo.m·e·n A nd Th e-La.w ·

.
first Black !emale judge in
Californi~; Catherine MacKinThe fourteenth National non, Associate Professor · at
Conference on Women and the Minnesota Law School; Phyliss
Law met ,in Washington, b .C., Segal, of NOW Legal Defense
April 7-10. Approximately a·nd . Eduution Fund; and
twe11ty stude_nts of U/B Law Nadine 1a1;1b, Professor at
School ' attended, joined by Rutgers-~ewark Law School.
faculty and community MacKinnon opened the
members.
workshop , by
defining
The Conference theme was feminism as a_n "at~empt to
Unity and Empowerment. define the world from the
Reflecting that theme, many of standpoint of all women'. "
the,.more than 250 workshops "Law," she s_
aid, "is an expresfocused
o·n
increa'sing sion of the mascu_line persp'=c-;
· women's · control over · their tive on s o c i ~--lhe probr lives . Workshops explored lem for f.emintst jurispt'tidenc~
· issues of domestic relations, . is that we el;,jec_
t to the struceducation, emptoyment, ture of Sodety." As an examhealth. care, housing, and im pl~; MacKinnon- addressed the
m i gr at ion .
Thirty-six law , of · sexual · equality .
, workshops acldressed spe<;ia_
l Because of the "masculine
concerns of women of cplor, standard implicit in the law of
Third World women, . and les sex equality,''· MacKir:,non
bians, groups traditionally the argues that there are only two
victims of the most s~vere legalistic routes to sexual
discrimination.
equality under our current
Buffalo conferees attended system. We can either "view
a diverse · sampling of wo·men as if we
are
workshops . Probably the single men .. . an.d .. .- argue that
workshop attracting the largest won;ien are men . wtio have
Buff.alo contingent was been mistaken for women in
"Developing . a Fer.ninis.t this situatiqn", or "view
Jurisprudence." Panelists were women as men view women"
LaDoris Hazzar~ Cordell, . the
continued on page 4
by A.M. Richmond
' .·

B", in addition to fairly· traditionai c-lasses such as Constitutjonal and Labor Law.
, · Associate Pean Schlegel
began his response to the
students by relating his own
law school experience at a
prestigious institution, the
University of Chicago. "I went
to.a ve'iv filncy law school, and
had the legal education most
of you want," said Mr.
Schlegel. His ,legal education
did not, however, give him any
idea of what the legal system
-looked like, or how to solve a
problem in an area he had not
seen before. "What I missed in
law school was a sense of how
the legal system operates, how
to make an argument and write

a complaint," he said, adding
"my legal education was
neither theoretical nor practical."
Stressing that the purpose of
the Buffalo Model is to turn
out better lawyers, Mr .
Scblegel said that legal e.duca
tion, if conceived of as a .bo'i ly
of rules, is of low use to those
who will practice law in the
future. By emphasizing how
the legal system works and
skills such as drafting com
plaints, Buffalo education is in
tended to be " both more practical and more theoretical."
Turning to the question of
finding jobs in a tight market,
the Associate Dean admitted
_
continued on page 11

0 X f Or d ·.BOu n d D ea n
Bids .B uffalo Farewel I
chahges in the Law School ~ith
Schlegel as Acting ·oean,
Headrick emphatically _r~li~d

that he did not expect changes.
The D'ean . reported that
although Schlegel ·will be Ac
ting-Dean, Vrvian Garcia, Allen
Carrel, and Charlie Wallin will
be in charge of running the
Law School. Those people,
along with the secretar-ies and
administrators are the Law
School, the Dean said, and it
would take more than a one
semester leave of absence to
effect any change. According
to Dean Headrick, he plays a
lesser role in the day-to-day
operations of the Law School
than most students believe.
Goodbye Dean. Have a
great _ time in Oxford . You
definitely will be missed .

U_
B ~aw -Students Win Advocacy Competition
during the.last week of July. As Carolina, and the law school's tional products liability act,
John pointed out, U/B teams Jessup team qptwred a s_
e cond similar to one currently under
S.ec.ond year .students John have done well this spring: b~st brief award at the Jessup consideration by Congress, has
Curran and Len Culin-o Ben . Zuffranieri a·nd Wa,.yne International Law Competi- been passed and its constituemerged from ·the final rC!>Und Grad I won ·the Mugel Tax tion, North Central Region.
tionality is being tested. The
of the ' Appellate Advoc;:acy Competition h~ld at U/8, Bill
proble·m
presented
a
Moot -Cou~t 'Competition as Hocftul won the J3est . Oralist , · The ·problem that Curran federalism question, argued by
winners, in spite of a disagr~e- ' Award at the Craven Competi- and Cul.ino · argued asked Len, and a due process ques
ment over· scoring procedures - tion in .Chapel Hill,. North students to assume that a na- tion, argued by John. They
were a_
ssigned to represent the
which nearly kept them out-of
·
·
· petitioner and .argue against
the' fitial round. "This is more a .
story qf the trials and tribulathe products li_ability act in the
tions of setting into the finals, ·
first round of the Competition,
which "they won by thirty
in the first place," said Len, '
cornmentins on the procedural
points. They lost the second
disasr.eements which left the
round by a two-\o-one vote,
semi,final_ists in ·the Competibut finished third highest in
.tion from knowins who would
overall p~ints after the
arsue in the final rounds until
preliminaries, allo~ing them
;the last minute.
·
into the semi-finals.
· While Len and .John won
their semi-final round against
the team they had lost to in the
As wiriners of the realonal
Competition, held at B,ooklyn
second round.- they nearly
didn't iet into the final round
Law School ,c;,n As>rU 8 and 9,-,
because of a proced·u ral
Len and John wlU IIQ · on to
-..
,
.
.
,
p to by M.E. Better· dispute . The controversy
· compete in the national Com
cei:itered around whether the
HtitfOQ' tc;,, be held In Atlanta Vict~rious second.year stud~ts John Curran & Len Gulino

·, · by Wendy Cohen

.

l

I
!1', 1

rules mandated single elimina
tion semi-finals, which would
mean that the winners of both
semi-final rounds would face
each other, or whether overall
point standings should deter
mine the finalists. While . the
host school's rules called for
single elimination semi-finals,
the National Student Director
of the American B·ar Associa
tion's ' student division, whoi 
was pFesent, apparently felt it
would be unfair for the losing
team in the second semi-final
round to be eliminated, since
that school had the highest
overall point total. Because it
was Sunday, it was difficult to
get in touch with anyone in a
position 'to straighten out the
rules. So, even though the final
round was originally scheduled
for 3:00 that afternoon, Len

and John did not ~now they
were goihg to argue until near
ly 4:~.
continued on pqe 15
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La'w &·Policy Are Inseparable
Dear " Anonymous ":
I often feel troubled about
the faculty and administration
at Buffalo, but the source of
my · concern differs so greatly
from yours that I thought I
should attempt some response,.
First of all, I am confused .
You· seemed first to say the
faculty are not concerned with
students and their needs. Then
you object to the content of
the courses. As for the first, I
have had the worst and the
best teachers of a long student
career at Buffalo Law School.
But your letter is wrong when
it completely fails to take into
account the open doors, personal concern, and excellent
_teaching of ,.,;any; this has
been my own exper ·ience with

of the left more convincing, cial, anc;l corporate practice
provocative, and thoughtful so and who fail to recognize th~
I prefer it. But good presenta values and way of life that
tion like this is a teaching pro such a career affirms - or if
blem; there are many shitty recognition exists, who are in
teachers ranging across the different to !he sources and
political spectrum. If you want consequences of most lawyer
politically netural teaching, I ing as a profession . You will
don' t think you can have it. If get a lot of strokes out in the
you just don't like left-wing world for what some pro
teaching, I don' t care - you fessors here might consider
will find a lot of support out participation in and affirma
o f •a way of life that is
there. This is a tiny little corner tion _
of the world where the obasically wrong or immoral.
dogmatic content is more left The left is · stuck with the
or liberal than ususal; the world, and you're only stuck
world doesn't care that the left with one little law school. If
gets ignored out there. It' s just they hate what you ' re going to
when you're down in your con be doing, they car(t pretend to
text that it's tough. But if it's care if you get the kind of legal
good teaching and provocative education you want - they
comment that you're after - I think it participates in the crea
am with you, and also wish the tion of misery. You're unhappy
hiring process would give this because ttie , one place they
dominate you got stuck .. : I
factor more weight.
Course substance is a harder understand, but I bet you'll get
question for me . I have had to be a lawyer anyway and I
Evidence, for example, from a bet the U.S. won't change so in
straight practitioner whose the big picture, you'll win. Law
concern for legal history and will stay out of context. Power
jurisprudence and context are is obnoxious only :when you
non-existent. I'm afraid many don't have it, and you, and all
students in the class claimed those who feel like you, do
that their Qs were the result of have it. In this tiny world you
a weekend of Bar Review are momentarily down, and a
tapes, yet many felt this course few careers ·may get slow
really gave them the law and starts, but try to understand
the latest cases. If this is really that son:ie people think what
what you want more of, then I you want from a legal career is
evil. .. it doesn't mean they
guess I agree with Schlegel!
A final point is that it's possi don't care about students; it
ble that you're right when you just means they have another
say that the faculty might not commitment.
care about students who want
Name withheld on request
largely basic courses leading
to a private, general, commer-

,, Jim Atleson, Fred Konefsky,
David Engel, Ken Joyce, Paul
. _ _ - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . : ; , ; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....J
Spiegelman, Betty Mensch, Al
Katz, and more. I think it is un
fair to describe the faculty in a
lump as uncaring and insen
sitive . I would also note that
the professors I have found
least approachable have been
those who teach those type of
Today marks the last issue of The Opinion for this semester at U/B Law courses you most desire to see;
School and the first issue for a new editorial board. As professors and in I believe it is more than coin
structors wind down their courses, and students and near-graduates rev cidence. Politics can be a way
up for exams, we may do well to pause for a moment's reflection upon
of life for some committed
our individual roles within the academic polity here at U/B.
The nature and characteristics of the curriculum offered us as law people. I also found the
students has been very much in issue recently. We at The Opinion work remark about the faculty
diligently to provide an open forum for the expression of ideas by both member who can't teach on
students and faculty. We commend the administration for .providing the Friday due to her child care
open forum on April 14 on the "Buffalo Model" and for fielding a wide situation a little strange; a
array of questions and gripes from student members of the U/B Law com 4-day work week due to tlie in
munity.
creasing number of women in
We urge the administration, however, to consider the issues raised as the work force is not a new
sti ll viable and very worthy of deliberation. Many students fear that the idea. I like the idea that an in
open forum was merely a gesture of appeasement and lacked any
stitution is flexible enough to
substantial commitment to change. In the same vein, we urge 'students
concerned with the content and direction of the curriculum here to take individuals' situations in
follow up on their concerns and to act responsibly to effect change to account. Maybe you don't
like her teaching, but this ·To the Editor:
where needed.
· education.
·
freedom of thought invariably leads to differences of opinion . This is criticism was, I thought, cheap.
I've had an opportunity to
evidenced every day in the classrooms, newspapers, and conversations
I also didn' t understand if
The brazen display of vin study at many schools and it
within a democratic society . Liberty has an intellectual quality to it you wanted more commercial dictiveness that was publicly
would be very much a lie for
which must be exercised in order to ensure that all members of the par law courses or less left-wing
disseminated in the last Opi me to say that "Buffalo
ticular commu nity affected by those differences oi opinion are heard . politics in current courses, or
nion Letter to the Editor ("Buf Model" complaints. were not ·
We are best suited to protect our own liberties and, theretore, must act
both. As for the latter, I believe falo Model Chastised") disturb somewhat justified. Ad
to be heard.
As law students, we know that there are many sides 16 every issue in those who att~mpt to teach ed me for two reasons: 1 .) it ministrators are never perceiv
dispute. As the voice of law students, The -Opinion welcomes all oi these the law as if it is apolitical are was anonymous and therefore, ed by students to be acting in
sides to represent the_mselves within our pages throughout the upcoming fools or evil or both . for all I know, I am berating a .their best interest, and faculty
academ ic year. In this way we may hope to tormulate a public passion Presumably what you want is close friend in a public forum, always seem to be too obsess
tor the law sc hool community and become responsible members ot the first " the law" and then a com and 2.) it was a carefully done, ed with publishing (usually
.U/13 Law polity.
mentary. I sympathize and complt!te expose of the stu because this carries so much
agree; that's what I want too. I dent malaise that appears to weight when evaluating can
tend to find the commentary pervade institutions of higher didates for tenure) and too
carefree about classes .
However, two-thirds of a pie
doe·s not a whole pie~make (ex
cuse my pro(undity). What I
Our editorial page has sparked a great dea l oi debate on a va ri ety ot
mean, people, is that we all put
iss ues in the past year, and we of course welcome this. However, we are
about as much effort into this
concerned about the number oi letters that have been submitted in com·
To the Editor:
year . .. and the dinner to adventure as Ralph Wilson
plete anonymity. Such letters concern us because they implicitly limit
honor competitors was held in puts into the Buffalo Bills. It is
the scope of the debate that they sim ultaneous ly cause (see th e Ed itor's
Re the recent "Dippigate" an inaccessible building . I
amazing how responsive pro
Reply to the " Buffalo Model Chastised ·· letter in the April bth The Opi
editorial in The Opinion (April begin to wonder if I'll be able
fessors are to students who ac
nio n) . We also have more down-to-earth concerns: if we are uncertain of
6): I, too,_have a grievance with to attend my own graduation.
an author's intended words in an anonymous letter, we have nowhere to
tually do the work they are
the fact that SBA-funding is ap
Lest you think otherwise, ac asked to · do. Why, just last
turn to find out what was intended.
portioned for such activities cessibility does not mean simp
•When editors are concerned,. they usually iormulate edi tori al policies,
semester I got serious, helpful
although my- complaint arise; ly being able to get in the door.
and the recent spate of anonymous letters has inspired us to tormulate
input from a professor in a
for a different reason .
one . Beginning with this issue, we will only publish letters to the edi tor
It means also convenient park seminar course and, to my
that have been signed by their authors. We will insist upon thi~ measure
I question why I must pay ing and the use of restrooms
everlasting flabber,gastation, it
of accountability in orde~ to preserve the integrity of our editorial page
for something in which I can modified for the handicapped.
was easy for me to reach him
and the intentions oi the authors whose letters appear on it. At the ~ame
not take part, yet it is Would any of you expect or be
at his office during the day!
time, however, we recomm it ourselves to printing, unedited, all the sign
undeniable that most activities ·able to attend an all-night par
Now, I know this doesn't hap·
ed letters that we receive; further, we will, upon request, withhold the
sponsored gy the SBA are ones ty serving alcoholic beverges
name of any author.
pen every day, but you know
which I, as a handicapped per without being able to use a
We hope that this policy will not _limit the views that our letterwriters
what does happen almost
so.n, either cannot physically bathroom? Then why should I?
express . We have promulgated rules, that all of our editors will follow,
every day? Almost every day,
do or cannot go to because
that are designed to protect the contidences that authors place with us.
By continuing to s~onsor ac in at least one class.
they take place in locations tivities in which handicapped
The rules are fairly complex (we will show them to anyone upon request),
somewhe;.e i,;i this law-school,
that are inaccessible to me.
but they basically limit knowledge of an author's identity to one member
students cannot participate, a professor asks , a question
of our editorial board. In sacrificing your anonym ity to this one in
SBA is not alone in practic SBA and other organizations
dividual, in return you will receive both a promise to publish your letter
ing this exclusion. When I perpetuate discrimination. based on the assignment and,
as you want it and assurance that it will say what you intended it to say.
came to this school, the very Apologies wear thir,, and as surpr'ising as this may seem,
We realize that not all authors will know of this policy, and that others
first get-together for Orienta whether or not this exclusion is nobody in the entire class is in
will not abide by it. If we receive a letter without a signature, we wilt nol
tion was held at an inaccessi intentional ·makes no dif telligent enough to articulate
publish it unless and until it is signed. One of our editors may attempt
ble location. With no exc;ep ference to the, handicapped ·an answer. Nobody. Maybe the
(discreetly, of course) to contact you and obtain your, signature so that
tions
of which I'm aware, all student who, either way, is problem is that half of the
your views may be published. We hope that you will respect our inten
off-campus ac.tivities have de~,e~ t~e opportunity to par class capable of answering the
tions in attempting to contact you in such circumsta nces, just as we will
taken place at bars· or ticipate in such activities and question-. blew off ·class that
respect (and protect) your right · to publicize your views withoul
restaurants that are also inac thus is never an integral part of -day. Or maybe half of the class
publishing your name below them .
that did the reading fetl ·asleep
cess!ble . I proudly joined the the student body .
and
missed the question .
Moot Court Board this
Barbara G. Barton •
continued on page 3
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SBA President Answers DippikilJ Allegati0ns
To the Editor:

I would like to address a few
of the points raised in the last
The Opini0n editorial. In addi
tion to factual errors there
were policy questions which
deserve a response.
-First, you referred to
"several students" who both
voted for the funds for the
Conference on Women and the
Law and ' would b~nefit from
this vote. Although I would
arguE! that the ent'ire sdio9I
(and thus the entire Board)
benefits from large attendance
at a conference, there were on
ly two Board members, nof
several, that fell into both
categories as you presented
them .
.
You also stated that the stu7
dent who moved to increase
the · allocatio_n of. funds from
the $150 to which the group
was enti_tled was attending the .
conference . Although . a
woma·n did make this motion
she w·as not planning on
attending the conference. Why
the assumption? The implica
tion that she would benefit
financially from her motion
was wrong. You might have
avoided p(esenting incorrect
information by attending a

meeting or speaking with an imately fifteen active SBA ·meeting announcements for
SBA Board member.
funded student groups. Of tlie any student interested in ad
Finally, the SBA spent much twenty-two Board members, dressing the SBA.
time this year investigating the most are involved with a
Should SBA members be
funding of a variety of events. · number of student organiza prohibited from participating.
Tbe Dippikill trip, as one of tions. Often their desire to in events from which they may
these events, became a con represent varying interests receive such benefits,? If not,
troversial issue as a result of leads them to student govern perhaps abstaining from voting
questions by SBA Board ment positions.
is the solution. (Yes, it has been
me_mbers who felt an obliga
As · the school is relatively ,discussed at SBA meetings tion to those students they small, and SBA students. are ex all were invited to attend
repr(!sented _treme I y
active,
Board meetings throughout the year.)
. In addition to having voted members often will benefit in
If students were to abstain
as representatives of law some way from SBA funding each time their interest might
students on iss·ues.(like the stu decisions, as will the rest of the be served , three problems
dent union vote) Board student body . This benefit may would arise . First, students
members have also acted as be in the form of money would not be representing the
representatives of students.
defraying students' costs for a interests of those who elected
It seems that Board speaker, a wine and cheese them. Second, students would
members are in a no-win situa reception, additional CDO have to decide prior to voting
tion. When they vote to repre materials., a convention, a whether they . would par
sent stud~nts they are. tolg in movie or a social event.
ticipate in an event. Third,
an Opinion editorial to "Speak
It is hoped that as many ,students choosing to a!.Jocate
for yourself." When they act in students as possible will take · funds for an event would then
a .representative fashion, their advantage of SBA funded be precluded from attending
actions are · ignor~d in an events . Emphasis throughout 'it.
editorial evaluation of voting the year has been on. publicity
This scheme of preventing
behavior. Your..implication of and increasing student students from voting on issues
self-serving irresponsibility is awareness of law -school ac with which they might be in
out of line.
tivities. These publicity efforts volved could present absurd
These issues are minor com have included weekly posting results. The entire Board of
pared t'o your final statement of an SBA agenda, minutes and Directors ~.ould be-required to
on _ SBA Board members
"voting money into their own
pockets."
I
continued from page 2
· Ours is a sc;hool of about
770 students. There are approx- Regardless, the fact is that
So, here is what I propose:
have sat in classes for several Instead of complaining about
minutes of awe inspiring authority (a complaint about
silence only to have the not-so as unique to U/B Law School as
rhetorical question answered pimples are to Valley Girls)
by the professor who asked it. let's all get our assignments
Some of you may think thafwe done a week ahead of time, re
stretch due·I ·took . place be
are all dumbshits who don't read them before class, be as
tween ·· seth Fitter and Jud
comprehend what we study. responsive and controversial in
Weiksnar for third place . Personally, I think we are all
.class as possible, do pro-bono
Weiksnar pulled up alongside (including me) too lazy and too
work for ten to twenty hours a
Fitter with tifty yards to go, but pompous to waste our time
week, audit classes like Com
Fitter was. able to hold off putting a little effort into
. mercial Paper when yve get
w •eiksnar's "_go-for-1:2.roke'.: soroething as , meaningless as' closed out (hey, it:s nQ.t the
finishinf flurry to finish ahead class .
grade, it's what we learn that
by a neck.
Molly Roach finished third
in the women's division and
Tim Payne rounded out the
Men's top five. Joe McBride
took the "turn-out-the-I ights
when-you-leave" award with
his valiant last place finish .

New Society ·Touts
Entertai·nment La-w
by Melissa Thompson Ross.e

Cohen, Swados, Wright,
Hanifin, Bradford &_Brett, who
The Buffalo Entertainment spoke on the financial aspects
Law Society (BE.LS) has spon of producing professional .
sored the second in a series of theatre. Both Mr. Swados and
lectures concerning art and the Mr. Trimboli who kindly
law since it was chartered by donated their · time and
the Student Bar Association energies ·wish to return for the
this past January. Michael 1983-84 lecture series to assist
Trimboli, Esq., with the Buffalo BELS in its commitment to the
firm of Falk & Siemer, spoke to arts. BELS is dedicated to rais
a crowd of enthusiastic ing awareness of the arts in the
student's on the. intricacies of law school community by pro
"Representing Recording Ar viding informational lectures
tists" including insights into and materials on related legal
the problems. artists face with issues in the arts . Next
managers, agents, and at semester, BELS is planning to
torneys who attempt to launch begin the implementation of a.
their clients' careers with a referral service for indigent ar
modicum of success.
Trim tists in the Buffalo area to
boli's entertainment law prac local attorneys willing to pro
tice- runs the gamut from vidEf legal aid on a pro bono or
representation to musical reduced fee basis. With the
ensembles like the Amherst help of its membership and die
Saxophone Quartet, to con Arts Development Services, in
tract negotiations. for stand-up to which BE LS has recently ·
comics and recording per- · been accepted, BELS hopes to
sonalities. Mr. Trimboli was succeed with this activity.
If you are interested in find
delighted to speak with
students individually after the ing out more about the Buffalo
lecture at the wine and·cheese Entertainment Law Society or
have SU8Kestions for future
reception sponsored by BELS.
The first lecture sponsored lectures and activities, please
by BELS was aiven by promi contact Mellssa Rosse, Box No.
nent atto~ney Robert 9. 465 or Dan Elias, Box No. 33:t .
Swados, partner in the firm of BELS is here to serve you.

Mr.

Jill Paperno, President
Student Bar Association

Students" Attitudes Denounced

Third Year R11nner
Wins Race Judicata
This year's edition of Race
Judicata was won by third-year
student Jay Jenkins. Jenkins
ran the two and a half mile
course in a time of 13:54, a 5:34
mile pace. Beth Ginsburg
nugged out, Linda Nenni with a
strort1f finishing ' kick to ·take
women's honors.
Overall winner Jel)kins took
the lead for good at the half
mile mark from a fading Tom
McCarthy who finished
eleventh . Jim Riley finished se
cond, eight seconds behind
Jenkins. An agonizing home

-

abstain from a vote on allocation of additional funds to the
Commencement·Dinner Dance
as such · fuhds. would directly
reduce ·ticket costs, and many
Board members were planning
to attend . Perhaps Board
members should-be required to
abstain from votes on funding
groups they are involved with
during budget hearings.
Of course , this is a
ridiculous suggestion . But it is
only an extreme example of
the suggestion that students
refrain from supporting ac
I
tivities .from which they may
benefit.
As SBA ' is intended to be
organized on the basis of
representative democracy ,
perhaps the best solutions are
to vote for students who will
serve your interests, to attend
meetings and to find out who
your representatives are .
Perhaps some will be satisfied
that we didn't vote ourselves a
pay raise this year.

counts, right?) and see if
maybe the attitudes o( the ad
ministration and faculty don't
take a turn for the better...
In the words of a man whose
attitude I have long admired,
"This ain't no party, this ain't
no disco, this ain't no fooling
around" except on weekends .
With Dubious Sincerity,
Jeffrey C. Johnson
104 Florence A venue
Buffal9, f'JY 14214
For rude, . anonymous ,com 
ments call:" (716) 634-<16:39.

HOUS.ING COMMITTEE NEEDS HELP

As the 1982-1983 school year comes to an
end, m_any law students will be vacating their
homes or apartments, or looking for roommates.
The SBA/Orientation '83 Committee, in its
earnest desire to assist those incoming first-year
law students who request off-campus housing, is
asking that all law students who have vacant
space to fill out the attached information sheet
and return it to MB No. 304. Once this informa
tion is gathered, the Orientation '83 Committee
will collate it, and use it. PLEASE COMPLY!!
Name ____________________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number _______________ Class _ _ _ _ __
Miscellaneous (Circle or Write In)
Furnished

Unfurnished

Male

Female

Smoking

wdMSC

Non~smoking
Need Car

How niany vacancies---,----------------------
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Unresolved Financial Aid Issues Remain -·
SUSTA will be, but you should
anticipate $600 per semester
As summer looms and vi SUST A for every student
sions of bar exams and receiving $300 per semester in
clerkships dance in your head, TAP. No, you should not an
a number - of financial aid ticipate TAP being increased if
issues remain unresolved. Here the tuition is increased. In fact
are some of the more signifi SUSTA was created specifical1y to account for the
cant items:
legislature's decision not to in
crease TAP with every tuition
_Tuition:
There is a 99% chance the increase. If any aid program is
tuition for '83-'84 will go up increased to compensate for
from the present $2500 per tuition, it will likely be SUSTA.
year. No decision has been There are no guarantees,
made, but estimates range however, and whether SUSTA
from $300 to $800 for an an next year is $600, $900, or
nual increase. For planning $1200 per semester will not be
purposes you should an known until the summer. As
ticipate a $500 increase for a always, your best advice is to
Ruh retires
r-------------. total tuition of $3000 per year. do whatever is necessary to
qualify for maximum TAP. For
example, what would happen
Budget:
The student budget for to your TAP eligibility if you
' 83-'84 has
been
set. opened an IRA for 1982 before
Remember, this is the amount August 1983, filed an amended
which determines the max 1982 tax form, and then ap
imum amount of financial aid plied for TAP? Think about it.
by Jill Paperno
you are eligible for in any Work/Study:
given school year. The budgets
Summer work/study deci
I would like to take this op are:
sions should be mailed by the
portunity to thank all those in
Commuter (living with folks Main Street Financial Aid Of
volved with the Student Bar in Buffalo): $6170
fice in mid-May. If you haven't
Association this year. As there
Independent (not living with heard and a job hangs in the
were so many students on folks in Buffalo): $7620
balance, call them at 831 -3724.
student-faculty committees ,
Married - $10585
NDSL:
S't □ dent Bar committees and
Add $1000 per child per
As usual , NDSL award
the Board of Directors I cannot year.
notices for next year should be
express my appre.c iation to
I expect the budget will be
sent out in June, getting to you
each individual for his or her increased in the exact_amount
in July. Be sure to sign the
assistance.
of any tuition increase, and
award if you accept - other
I would like to say a special you should plan accordingly.
wise the money will be
thank-you to those that have
transferred to someone else.
done more than their share TAP/SUSTA:
Jeff Shein and Rich Wiebe for
For the first time in recent Guaranteed Student Loans
being so sociable; Julia Garver memory we did not have to (GSLs)
for phone bills and volleyball; fight to have SUSTA restored
Applications for the Sum
Scott Nadel and Jeff Eisenberg to the budget. I don't know mer '83 semester ONLY can be
for humor and tolerance; John what the final amount of s~bmitted now -to A&R . SumStegmayer for student ac
tivism; Kathy O'Hara for the
O'Hara Commission(s); Clare
Piro for support; Bruce
Schoenberg, Len Gulino, Ron
of... " For example, recently a
by Len Gulino
Osson and Terri Foster for the
Wall Street Journal editorial at
variety of interests they
When reading commentaries tacked the solution reached by
represented; Dan Pease for and editorials on the economic a bi-partisan presidential com
sports appreciation; Brian Col impact of some proposed mission for the deficit-plagued
l ins for organization of special public policy, I am often social security system; in it the
events; Dave Cass for guarding astonished and dismayed by commentator criticized the
the SBA fisc; Rich Gottlieb for the authoritative, "it-is-so Commission's recommenda
enthusiasm; Liz Carcia for obvious" tone adopted by the tion to increase taxes with this
parliamentary procedure; and commentators . The solution to analysis:
Sue Kozinn for congeniality:
a particular problem is often
First and gravely important, the
tax rise will result in weaker
I would also like to extend a claimed to be as simple as
economic growth. GNP would
special thank-you to Anne "one, two, three". They (the
be slowed for a number of
Carberry for her warmth and commentators) often contend,
reasons: The tax hike will
all the time spent on the most "if the government would only
diminish capital investment,
comprehensive minutes ever lower this, raise that, and stop
hence productivity, and cut per
~ritten; to Greg Phillips for his the other thing, inflation and
sonal income, hence consumer
support, diligence and pa unemplqyment would disap
spending and saving. One ma
ltience; and to Dawn Guptill for pear, all at a small sacrifice of
jor drag will come through
running the show.
only a few percentage points -, higher unemployment. Just as it
goes in the Economics 101 so it
by Joe Ruh

Presidents
Corner
..._------------1

mer GSL applications require a
special Summer '83 Needs
Analysis Sheet wbich can only
be obtained at Financial Aid or
our A&R .
Applications for next
Fall/Spring GSLs and ALAS
Loans can also be sumbitted
now. However, these all re
quire a 1983-84 Needs Analysis
Sheet which to date is not yet
available. Keep checking with
your bank. These applications
should be in to A&R no later
than June 30, 1983.
There were rumors this
semester that the Needs Test
would be applied to every ap
plicant, not just those with
family incomes in excess of
$3~000. Well, that proposal
has been shot down for next
year though it may resurface in
future years. For 1983-84, only
incomes over $30,000 will have
the Needs Test applied , but all
applications still must have the
Needs Analysis Cover Sheet at
tached .
1040's:
Yes, this rumor is true. If you
applied for a financial aid
package from the Main Street
Financial Aid Office (NDSL or
Work/Study) you MUST have a
1040 on file with them before
they distribute any money to
you . This requirement does not
apply to people who onlv
receive TAP/SU STA and GSLs.
If you do not have a 1040 on
file (and one for your parents if
you are a dependent) you ~ill
be notified by the Financial
Aid Office and asked to submit
one promptiy. Failure to comp
ly will most likely result in
revocation of your NDSL or
Work/Study, gr ant.

Graduating Seniors:
School officially ends in
May. Therefore you · are no
longer students and are not •
eligible for finan<:ial aid to
assist in paying for the bar
review courses. Of course, if
you've got money left over
from this year's loan you can
use it, but no new aid can be
granted for the bar review
period . Sorry.
There has been no new word
on the Sallie Mae problem 1
reported in the last issue. I
have application request
packages in my office for
those who want to get a head
start on the process.
Epilogue:
I had intended to welcome
and introduce my relief as
Financial Aid Assistant, but as
of this writing th.ere is stiil a
neck and neck competition for
the job. I am confident the new
author of this column will
come up with bigger and bet
ter ways of bringing you the
news and getting you to submit
your applications early (or at
least earlier).
To those of you I have been
able to help over the last two
years
if has been my
pleasure. To those of you I
could not help - I share your
frustration with this monster of
a system. To Helen and Linda
and their dedicated assistants ·
- a special thanks, for the
whole paperwork system
would come crashing down
without you.
Finally, to my friends and
classmates - Training Camp
has been fun, but let's get on
with the Came!

A View of Economic Theorists

Women And The Law
continued from page 1

and hold men to the special
treatment of women that the
femininity standard requires.
On a more practical level,
Cordell stated that "Woman is
a handicapped participant to
the legal system: she has to defend her client and defend her
own womanhood." Cordell
asserts that the "female
presence" is the most effective
means to change the system.
Taub averred that the first
step is to "break down the
public/private distinction that
has confined women to the
private - sphere." But she emphasized' that we must ex-amine our goals. Conceding
that it is hard to set goals
"without knowing what's possible," Taub suggests that our
1oal should be the "world
where a person does what (s)he
Page
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wants without regard to sex."
She hopes to "find a way to
highlight the way the law
reflects male experience, and
then move beyond that."
Professor Isabel Marcus
ably represented U/8 Law
School at the Conference. She
spoke at three workshops:
"Property Rights and Distribu
tion in Divorce," "Roundtable
on Joint Custody," and
"Genitalia and the Constitution."
A.W .L.S. purchased a copy
of the Sourcebook for this
year's conference, as did the
Law Library. The Sourcebook
contains over 300 pages of
bibliographic material. Along
with sourcebooks from the
twelfth and thirteenth con
ferences, it is av~ilable to all ·
students in the A.W .L.S. office,
Room 10.

goes in the real world: When
labor costs go up, employers
use less labor. And less employ
ment will mean, most likely,
less GNP.

This analysis raises a few
questions. Is our national
economy really comparable to
Economics.
101?
Can
Economics 101 begin to reflect
the complexities and va1aries
of real world economicsl It
seems to me such analysis
describes America's tremen
dously complex economy the
way my high school biology
teacher described the human
skeleton, "The hip bone's con
nected to the.. ."
Seriously, poking needless
fun at the Wal/ Street Journal,
or economic commentary · in
general, is not the objective of
this article. What I do call for
is that economic commentary
be realistic and honest in ap
praising the pros and cons of
any economic policy decision,

and in the absence of that become the very substance of
honesty, I wish to remind public policy issue·s, the
readers to be • aware of the possibility for, or temptation
shortcomings of some current to abuse economic theory
becomes great, for with that
economic commentary.
Economics, like other social scientific explanation comes
sciences, is a study of human persuasiveness and legitimacy.
Abuses of economic theory
behavior. Human behavior, as .
any social scientist will con abound in all political corners;
cede, does not lend itself easi however, ah excellen·t example
ly to simple explanations or of the way in which economic
precise rules of cause and ef theory can be manipulated is
fect. For every human the present administration's
behavioral rule "found" by economic justification for the
social scientists there is an ex lar1e personal tax cuts it pro
ception . These exceptions posed and was successful in
mandate that such analysis of obtaining. Early in the ad
human activity be ·accom ministration's term, when infla
panied by a realistic appraisal tion was still high and most
of the probability for · the economists were attributing
predicted outcome, along with the inflation problem to
bright illumination of the America's low personal savings
variables which may influence rate, the administration
that expected result.
justified the tax cuts by stating
that by taxing income at a
Some may seek to justify
lower rate taxpayers would
these
shortcomings
in
have more money to save and
economic analysis by notin1
invest. However, just one year
that such "scientific" writin1
later as inflation faded and the
style Is common throu1hout
slu11ish economy became
the social sciences. While this
America's number one con
observation contains more
cern, the administration em
than a thread of truth, to state
braced a new justification for
that others embrace •. ques
the same tax cuts. Lower taxes
tionable practices is not to
justify such practices in the - so the logic aoes - provide
field of economic commen~ consumers with more spending
power; areater personal pur
tiuy. Even more importantly,
however, this proclivity needs chasi na power results in
to be eschewed because policy greater personal consumption
decisions in modern America which ·means an increase in
are seldom made without ex economic activity.
"It would seem these two
tensive discussion of their
economic costs and benefits. justifications contradict one
another. If taxpayers have
In short, economics has
become the language of more money in their hands, it
modern day policy making. seems Just as likely that they
Therefore, precls ly because wlll save it or spend it. If t~ey
economics h s, In most
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Local Steelworkers' Union Leader Discusses

Alternatives To Keep Bethrehem Plant Rufi
by Mike Reilly
This is the conclusion of a three·
part series on the shutdown of the
Bethlehem Steel Plant in
Lackawanna . Part I and 11 dealt
with the history of the plant and
the process of making steel. The
conclusion is an interview.with Art
Sambuchi, the president - of the
USWA Local 2603 . Art is also on
the Top Committee in Lackawan·
na, w,hich has been trying to find
an alternative that would keep the
plant operating.
As most of the figures used in
thi s interview are in the millions,
either million s of dollars or
millions of tons, the notation " M "
will mean one million, e.g., $350M
= $350,000,000.
. Q . Art, how old are you?
A: 47 .
Q : When did you start working
at the plant?
A:"1953.
Q : How many people worked at
the plant at this time?
A: I would say about 18,000 or
19,000.
Q : What department did you
start in?
A: Bar mill.
Q: What was your first job?
A: My first job was inspection in
the bar mill. But when it came
time to go back to Erie County
Tech, I cou ldn ' t get a preferred
shift in the mill so I transferred to
the open hearth department.
Q : What was work like in the
open hearth in comparison to the
bar mill?
A: Well , I liked all kinds of steel
work . I didn' t care for the hot jobs,
and I guess I was lu cky because
even though the open hearth was
generally hot work, I never got any
real hot jobs . I was a third helper
at number three open hearth. I
guess at that time there were 31
open hearths. I guess at that time
that there were 31 open hearth fur
naces in three shops.
Q: Did you work in any other
departments?
A : Yes, after the open hearths
started to slow down,. 1953 was a
lean year, I transferred to the
structural shipping yards .
Q: Art, when was the first time
you ran for office in the
steelworkers ' union?
A: Well , let me see, I was in the
army from 1954 to 1956, I got mar
ried in 1957 and in 1959 I ran for
steward and won . After that I ran
for financial secretary and got
beat. In 1965 I won election as the
chief steward in the structural
steel department. This job meant
that I represented everyone in that
department. And in 1967 I was
elected chief grievanceman for
the whole local, which meant that
I represented all of the depart·
ments in local 2603. At that time
there were 25 departments in the
local.
Q: As chief grievanceman, what
wou ld you do?
A: Well, I would handle the
grievances from step 2, rep through
arbitration . Usually, the lawyer
would do the arbitratio·ns, but if
there were 6 or 7 arbitrations then I
would do a couple of them.
Q : And what other offices have
you held in the local?
A: I was out of office during
1973-1975 and then I was elected
president in .1976. I have been reelected twice since then and am
the current president of 2603.
Q : Is the Bethlehem decision to
shut down final?
A : It is my position that
Bethlehem will never make
another pound of steel here in
Lackawanna under the name of
Bethlehem Steel. I don't know
what Bethlehem Steel does
underneath the table, if st~el is
made here again Bethlehem may
have a hand in it indirectly . I think
it's their mistake to close the plant.
Everyone blames labor but I think

,.. ,,... . ,. .,.,~.,.
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that this plant is suffering ·from a mills . In the old system you would
make ingots and then make either
·Iack of diversification. This is what
slabs or billets out of them . These
is killing the plant.
Q: Art, what do you mean by are also the mills that I represent.
We have even shown them ways to
lack of diversification?
A: Bethlehem Steel is not ex· make money using the in ·
termediate mills, but you wouldn ' t
plaiting the markets that exist in
be world class then .
the United States today . I think
The other $100M would go to
that there is some type of arrange·
ment between Bethlehem Steel, updating present equ ipment, to
putting in your computer system,
U .S. Steel, and even the foreign
producers to stay away from cer· maybe laying some new track
where you might need it, and if
tain markets . For example, I think
that there is a market for piling possible, I would say that you
shou ld be making steel in two
bar. Thi s bar is used to hold back
earth, water or sand and is in de ways: stay integrated by making
steel from scrap and an electric
mand . But due to inactivity this
market is now dominated by furnace just melting scrap.
Q : Then you could eliminate the
foreign producers .
Q : Art, do you have any intermediate mills, which was the
evidence that the American pro old way, and you could have a
ducers haven 't pursued this · modern steel making facility for
$350M?
market'
A : Yes, this would give you a
A : I have received the reports
from Merrill-Lynch and it is my highly competitive plant, equal to
conclusion, based on these anything we have in the United
reports, that the piling bar market States. Again, it's my opinion that,
has been let go to hell . This plant is based on the equipment we have
capable, even today, of rolling pil  here, we could run the plant or a
ing bar. It would take 5 weeks to new owner could run the plant
put the mill back in order and a with an investment of as little as
capital expenditure of approx $45M and make a profit. By put·
imately $45M . That would com ting the 48" x54" mill on line and
pletely modernize the structural going to product diversification. If
end, but not the steelmaking end your automobile market is going
down, go to your piling bar market
of the plant.
Q : Why wouldn 't the company or your structural market or your
rail market. And if you wanted,
go into these markets?
A : The company said that they you could run both at the same
did market surveys and that their time.
Q: What is the Lackawanna plant
long-range plans are such that pil
ing bar and certain other steel losing per year?
would be too risky . The company
A: We say $110M, the company
says they have enough on line says between $120M and $130M .
Q: Then the union does concede
capacity today, but the figures
don' t show this . Let me tell you that the plant is losing money?
something: everybody thinks that
A: Everything being status quo,
Bethlehem is in the steelmaking yes. But remember we lose mo~ey
business, they aren 't. T,hey are in up until 1.5M tons of steel. At 1.8M
business to make money. Right or 2M tons of orders \Ye could go
now Bethlehem has a cash flow of to a two blast furnace operation .
$300M , after they lop off At 2M tons we would make a pro·
Lackawanna it will be $600M, and fit, even· the way the plant was run
they want a cash flow of over we made a profit at 2M .tons.
$700M .
Q: In other words, because the
Q : Art, what would it take to capacity of this plant is in the
make the Lackawanna plant a millions of tons, it is almost
world class facility?
"
guaranteed to lose n;ioney at low
A: It would take about $BOOM levels of production?
the way Bethlehem ran the plant.
A: Sure, look at a baker. If he

11

Every one blames labor but I
think that this plant is suffering
from a lack of diversification.
0

Q: What do you mean by that?
A : I contend that Bethlehem
didn 't run the plant right. We' have
one mill that is very versatile over
there, it would take no more than
$45 M to turn the mill into a rail ,
mill, a structural mill, a piling bar
mill , and a slab mill. This mill
would have its own soaking pits
and
everything .
Instead ,
Bethlehem went to a 45"x90" mill
which is geared in strictly on
automobile steel. This was
Bethlehem ' s mistake, and our
mistake to!); they put all their eggs
in one basket, the automobile
market. There's no product diversification here at all.
Q: What would it take to moder
nize this plant without going world
class?
A: $350M. This would include a
continuous caster which would
cost about $250M.
Q : Could you describe a continuous caster?
A: Steel would come right out of
the BOF or ,whatever you were go
ing to make your steel in,- and
would be cast in a slab. This would
be 6 feet wide, 9 feei long, and as
thick as you wanted, 4 inches, 6 in·
ches, etc. Each slab would weigh
12,000 to 15,000 pounds. A caste r
cuts out all of the intermecliat~

,_......, . <. ,
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has one oven going, what does it
cost him to start the second one.
Your overhead is already paid,
your · cost to .heat and light the
place is already paid . It's only go
ing to cost. you one-third of the
first oven . It's just the same with
steel. When you sta rt the second
blast furnace, the cost is much less
than the first. The report I gave the
I.D.A. (Industrial Development
Agency) stated that we could
break even at 1.5M tons based on
the current cost of raw materials.
Q: Then, if this plant had 1.5M
tons of orders it would not be los
. ing money?
A : That's right.
Q: When was the last time this
much steel was produced?
A: In 1973 and in 1979 or 1980
this plant made,a terrific profit. I'll
tell you one part I played a role in.
I went to Washington to meet with
the Congressmen about what I call
a "steel stimulus." This would be a
job work program . I am definitely
opposed to Reagan's policy of us
ing 15 to 18% of-your tax dollar for
defense . -1 think this is ridiculous .
Defense is like a no-return invest
ment, except if you think that 's
how you get peace and security, I
don ' t think that 's how you get
security anymore. 1( money hacl

•

$250, 000 pension, for upper s_uper
been put into a job work program,
you would get a steel stimulus. I vision it was up to $600,000 or
also sent a paper in about the $700,000! fond they wonder why
wheat program . I b,elieve in we are going broke! I think so
meone should have investigated
feeding the world; you either feed
lump sum pensions.
,.
them or fight them . However, I
Q : Is this program still in opera
think that you sho1:1ld send it over
as the finished product. That tion?
A: No, it was terminated in
would be a steel stimulus. Any
kind of economic activity will af January of 1983. We raised hell
about that.
fect steel. If you are putting the
Q: At the national negotiations
wheat in boxes, then someone else ·
were you able to get proposals on
has to make the boxes and that in·
valves steel. If you build a road or the table which would help plants
like Lackawanna?
a house, this stimulates steel. So
A: We were looking for a
this is what I think about when I-go
moratorium for a year. No plant
.(I) closings for at least a year. But this
was not in the final contract. We
Ck:
CL>
ask_ed · for stock options. I had a
~
22-point program that I was involv
~ ed in . Give me any 2 of the 9 points
>
I was really interested iri, and they
· -C,
0
could have had the other 13 points
0 that I thought had outlived their
-C
· •
0. usefulness.
Q: In the national negotiations
there must have been quite a few
local presidents ·taced with the
threat of a plant shutdown; weren 't
you able to negotiate any restric 
Art Sambuchi, president of
tion on these shutdowns?
USWA Local 2603,
A: The average person at the
headquartered in
negotiations looked around and
Lackawanna, N.Y.
thought "thank God it isn't my
plant going down and if they sur
to Washington, and somebody
vive maybe I will go de>wn."-l)on't
usually listens because I can talk
get me wrong; some people did
louder than anyone else I am
stick with us.
debating.
Q : Would you say that over the
Q: Art, given the potential of this last 15 years there has been a
plant, if it's run at a decent capaci policy of corporate disinvestment
ty, why didn 't the concession in the plant? Has this plant been
package that the union offered in deprived of necessary capital ex
penditure?
terest the company?
A: In my own departments, I
A: First of all, let's talk about
this concession package. I am no have seen investment take place . I
concessioneer. To me, this whole really can't say about the other
package has been given a departments. Although our 32"
misnomer. To me it's a "trade off" mill could have used some invest·
package. When in •the history of ~ent. It was built around the turn
the steelworkers have you ever of the century, but it turned out
gotten a work guarantee? That's some of the best damned rail in
what we are looking for. We will the country. 800 or 900 tons per
trade off something for pensions. shift. But they shut it down in
Pensions were the key . This was a 1977.
trade off package, not a conces
Q: Art, do you have any com
sion package that we made . I don't ments on the fact that Johnstown
know if they were hyping us, but will now supply the steel to feed
they were amazed at the very way our bar mill?
that this package was put together
A: It will cost S29 more per ton
that this package was put together to ship the steel here. Those
and how we were going to work it. charges are going to have to be
They said had this been three or overcome somehow; they will pro
four years ago it might have work bably be taken out of our hides.
ed. And we said they never releas
Q: How does the quality of
ed one figure, Bethlehem never Lackawanna steel compare with
told us the cost of a billet. We · other plants?
never knew anything, everything
A: The quality of Lackawanna
was a big secret except that we steel was superior, as far as bar
were too expensive.
products are concerned, to any
Q : With the pension trade off, other steel made by Bethlehem .
Art, does this mean that if a job Only Republic Steel :_ Canton
were eliminated that an employee (Ohio) compared with· us.
with relatively low seniority (18-19)
Q : How .about the quality of
years) would be protected?
other steel products?
. A : No, the junior employee
A: I don't know about other pro·
would be retrained and we would ducts, but we w.ere Number One in
offer the shutdown pension to the bar products. Why hell, we have
senior employee. The shutdown just perfected steelmaking in our
pension gives the worker S400 per BOF's in the last 3 or 4 years, and
month in addition to his pension the structural mill was shut down 7
until he reaches Social Security years ago. We never go to see how
age or goes on disability social Lackawanna's best structural steel
security.
would compare with other plants.
People are going to say that
Q : Do you have any idea of how
S400 per month, isn't that a lot? long the bar mill and galvanizing
Hut you have to remember that mill will last after steelmaking
Bethlehem pensioned off their ceases?
supervisioi:, with a quarter-of-a.
A : If the quality of the steel isn' t
mill ion dollars. Bethlehem worked equal to or better, than· Lackawan·
out this program for supe'rvision na steel, then on·e year from the
based on mortality figures for the day we handle the last Lackawan
average male. They found that the na billet the mill will go down. And
average male lived to 74, and bas remember, we had the best.
ed on this they calculated what he
Q: At what point in the shut
would make between now and ihe down process will we know that
time he was ,74 years old and paid the shutdown is irreversible?
this amount in a lump sum. Both
A: If you hear that Bethlehem
the foreman and his wife had to be has aliowed the coke ovens to cool
in good physical health and had to fast it will be irreversible, or if you
pass a physical. Bethlehem could hear that the blast furnaces are not
also figure in a 7% interest rate going to go down gradually it will
over the time between taking the be, irreversible,
pension and 74 years of age as part
, Q: What about Mr. Lipke's plan ?
of the lump sum . So some of the
A: I don' t know the man . If Mr.
foremen were going out with Lipke has a plan and wants our in·
continued on pa/jc 11
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CONGRATULATIONS
' , CLASS OF '83
LAW STUDENTS _

and ''KIPPY''
THANK YOU FOR YOUR
PATRONAGE

ACCU-TYPEsetting Resume Service
47 Christine Dr. - Town of Amherst

691-7480

BARJBRI
Wishes Much Success

to the

MAY, -1 9 - -Graduation f
Arena at 4:30 p·. m. - Beer
MA y 21_ - Cocktail Party
Buffalo· Hilton
- Open to all students,
and staff.
MAY
-

23 - Graduation at
Ceremony- starts at 1 ·
Seniors must arrive b
Cash bar .reception tc

CLASS<
CONGRATULATI
ACHIEVEMI
. WELCOME

Class of '83
ALUMNI ASS
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Practice in -the Alumni
er provided.

.- CONGRATULATIONS!!!
. CLASS OF '83
from all your friends at
.
, ''Rootie'S''
·Marty, Russ,. Jennifer -& Staff
"

I

ty in the Atrium at the

;, f am i I ies, guests, faculty

1 FREE
Double Order Chicken Wings

t the Alumni Arena
11 :00 a.m.
by 10:00 a.m.
to follow ·

with the purchase o f a double ord er with coupon
eat in only

Rootie's Pump Room
, Millersport Hwy at Campbell Blvd
1 mile north of UB Amherst Campu s

688-0100

OF ·'83
'IONS ON -YOUR
:ENTS AND
E TO THE_

The Class of 1983 would like to
thank the Faculty, Staff, and SBA
. for their contributions towards our
class.
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LOca/ Steelworkers' Union Leader Discusses
~lt~r,1:atives To Keep Beth/ehein Plant Running
_Pg
volvement he should call me.
_Q : Art, ;'hat would Jt cost to buy
this plant .
.
·
._A: "".ell, Bethlehem pays $8
m,~lion in t!xes and the tax rate is
17 ¾, or 18 ¾> , so the _v alue o f' the
plant ~ould be about $48 million
according to the tax figures we
hav~.
.
.
. Q. Are _you encouraged by this
situation ,n We,ston, West Virginia
_where the emP_loyees have bought
out__o f a ma1or mtegrated steel
.
.
.
facil ity.7
A. My gut reaction Is that this
w!I be a flop . Don't get me wrong , I
wish them well , but they have a
~ard row to hoe . Without experts
m n;iarketing, sales, and buying I
don t know where the hell they are
going to go.
_Q: _If .Bethlehem goes through
w'.th its plan to shut down wh~t
w,11 be left of the locals m
Lackawanna?
A: Part of _2603 and 2604 would
be left and they would probably be
merged into one local. Right now
the steelworkers hall, the John F.
Kennedy Hall, is in jeopardy; we
could l<;>se it.
Q: ~iven the genera l situ~tion in
s~eel, is it likely that the mternat1onal union could pick up officers ·
from these defunct locals and put
them on the sta ffs?
A: No.
Q: So if steelmakirig ceases here
in Lackawanna, it is the end of the
road for everyone, whether you are

a laborer or president of .the local? tions? I ' m frustrated
I'm
A: Yes, you may lose them en- demoralized I'm down in the
tirely.
.
.
dumps . I've be~m a greasemonkey
Q: Because of the loss ,n steel
all my life and now they tell me
jobs locally, is it likely that even . they _aren 't going to make steel
the district (district 4 of the
anymore. I was at the founders
Steelworkers Union) may be
day convention for the Short Work
eliminated?
Week Committee which said that a
A: Yes, we may even lose the 32-hour work week was all that
district, i~ may be merged due to
should b~ worked in this country.
The work should be scaled down
the drop in membership.
Q : In 1977 -Ed Sadlowski rari for
with no loss in pay. I believed that
president of the USWA. He was a then and I still believe it now.
I don' t think that concessions
maverick with a different kind of a
program. Ed came to Lackawanna
will work . What can we possibly
and spoke at the Dompolski Hall. concede? Let me give you a figure
Would the steelworkers have done
Let's say that there are 3,000
any better with Sadlowski than
workers at Lackawanna and that
MacBride?
they make $30,000 per year, and
A: Well, hindsight is always best, this is accepting the company' s
but you have to make your
fantastic figures . Now if all of
judgments at the time. Ed carried
these workers worked for nothing,
Lackawanna but I really can't say
Lackawana would still lose $40
if things would h_a ve been different
million per year! WhaJ. are you go
under Sadlowski. It would be uning to concede? If we worked for
fair to say. But I will tell you I supnothing they would go broke. Conported Sadlowski . He impressed
cessions aren ' t the answer. The
me, he was willing to buck the
answer is taking a look at the
system and damn i_t all, I'm an
marketplace, taking a look at the
iconoclast myself. I ran for district
policies of our government. Let me
director and I got my ass whipped . say this, I am a capitalist, I believe
Q : The steelworkers were active in the free market system, I guess
participants in the Western New
to the extent that I have a job. I
York Coalition for Jobs which
think we will have to curb imports .
If we are going to have free trade
helped to create Solidarity Day.
How have the expectations which
then let's really have free trade
you had then fared since that time? and fair trade. We shouldn 't let
(Solidarity Day was the march on
Japan dump its steel here and get
Washington by 500,000 workers on
260 yen to the dollar when it is not
September 19, 1981 .)
worth that much.
A: Expectations? My expectaQ: Art, you have invested your

~.~,,§Eff,alo Model" Open Forum ...

'"""

photo by Joanne Reilly

The John F. Kennedy Memorial Hall on Ridge Road in
Lackawanna, home of Local 2603, USWA .

"It's the end of a living, a way
of life.. . I'll never forget being a
steelworker."
~hole life in steelmaking, you and
a lot of other people, what does it

feel like now that you are facing
the end of the line?
A: Well, my grandfather was a
steelworker, my father wa s a
steelworker, I'm a steelworker, my
son will never be a steelworker. It's
the end o f a living, a way of life .
It' s not going to come··very easy .
I'll ta.ke it to my grave, I' ll never
forget being a steelworker. It's the
only lif e I've known . I pointed thi s
out to another newspaper reporter.
When my kid brother and I went
out of town one time, my kid
brother asked my father " where's
their steel mill, I ain 't seen it yet? "
He just took for granted that every

town had a steel mill . He just
thought that that's how you lived .
When you 're six or seven yea rs old
you just don' t realize that there is
a different way of life . Sure I'm bit
ter, I've · tried everything in my
power. For me to give a ni cket i s
very, very difficult. I' ll give you
productivity , I'll give you help in
a,1y way , shape, or form , but I' ll
never give · back something I
negotiate, unless I can get an
equal value and mf! ybe. I even •
broke my own prin c iples a couple
of times. Maybe I accpeted less
than full value, and when that
blows up in your face, how do you
think you feel?

that it is true U/B students don't know basic doctrine . riculum proposal s and have
must sell the school as well as "Upper division teachers have them reviewed by the faculty .
themselves in order to be always complained about first- Such a course has been offered
hired, for few firms outside of year teachers, based on in the past by Mr. Schlegel.
the region are familiar wi~h us. assumptions about what they
Commenting on the forum
.H awever, as Mr. Schlegel would have taught." He also' · ~fter it had concluded, Dean
bluntly stated, " Fancy schools remarked that sueh faculty Headrick remarked, "I . said
take fancy students from fancy complaints might be more off- things I believe in. I wasn't try-·
colleges and put them in fancy hand comments than students · ing to convince people, or
jobs," while graduates of this take them for.
change their deeply-held
school generally find jobs with
Also discussed were the law beliefs. I was just trying to get
small firms that don't plan out school's reasons for not offer- my own beliefs across. " He
their hirin_g needs in advance. ing certain courses. "Why noted that the setting for the
He added that the hard part is don't you as Dean who has all fqrum was unusual, i!S most
telling students that the jobs. this power simply tell people open meetings on the curare simply not out there ..
what to teach?," is a question riculu111 don't attract more
- Dean Headrick spoke next, Mr. Headrick has heard often. than 25 people and much of
commenting that a good cur- At the forum he replied that the previous feedback on the
riculum should have both our · faculty members are Buffalo Model has been
balance and diversity and bright, intelligent, creative positive. Conceding it is hard
lack a dimension, but were
disagreeing that the present people who come to their jobs, to be in touch with the views of
good nonetheless . They
balance is wrong. He replied bypassing more lucrative posi- all 800 law·students, the Dean
by Jud Weiksnar
managed to keep the dancers
general'ly to student criticisms tions, in order to have_ the did add that he preferred
For the 18 couples who par· going during the 28th and 29th
that a state school should-pro- freedom not to be told what to smaller meetings, such as
the 30- hour hours, quite a feat for the feet.
vide a traditional education by teach.
those he conducts with first ticipated,
pointing out "This is New
Turning to the question of year Research and Writing sec Muscular Dystrophy Dance Not all the bands were so well
Marathon was a workout not received. Iron Cross and Moon
York's only state school, and the sch·o ol's relatively low pass tions each year.
Student reaction to the only for the feet but for the Maiden , two heavy metal
its mission is the mission that rate on the last New York State
attracted me h~re - to chart Bar Exam, Dean Headrick com- forum appeared mixed . While ears as well. The dancers were bands, played music that only
the course f~r legal education mented, "There is no theory to third-year student Rick Roberts treated/s'ubjected to music a groupie could love . Blind
in the future," and not to explain why a group of felt that the meeting went well , from nine local bands, cover Dates, if they were real ones,
duplicate other law schools ·in students ~oes better or worse he added, "It bothers me that ing a broad range of rock 'n ' · wouldn 't get called up for
another one.
New York .
on the exam." While' last sum- there is no mechanism for this roll styles.
In the middle of the
The Lumens started the
--In response to· a question mer's pass rate was six points kind of exchange in the
marathon, · and _s howed why marathon, Voyager provided a
concerning
the
heavy below the state average, some future."
niheteen-hour class load some years our pass rate is higher
Second-year student Susan . they're attracting .a following . nice change of pace with a
first-year students were re- than average. He feels that Gray added that although the Their new wave style was just 4-part, a cape/la harmony .
quired to shoulder -last anyone who takes the exam meeting was a good idea, its ef right to get the dancers going, However, they played mostly a
semester, the Dean conceded seriously and studies 10--12 feet _was only to let students and they returned for an en middle-of-the-road , diverse
that a mistake had been made. hours per day for eight weeks vent their frustrations and be core set when one of the collection of top 40 cover
, He added, however, that there can pass. H~ did add, however, calmed down . She said, "I still scheduled bands failed to tunes. The Crew, wh ic h rhymes
was no magic in tfle definition that if the low pass rate is not a don't see answers to questions show. Although they played with the Who, also aspires to
of .,;credit" and that the first· random event, the causes for it such as what to do when you mostly a diet of 45 r.p.m. songs them and plays many of their
year faculty. should have taken will be looked into.
have a legitimate complaint at a 78 beat, they also perform songs.
Definitely the most original
Towards the conclusion of about a course or a professor." ed an exceptional slow song,
into account the decreased
amount of time students the forum, the focus shifted to She also expressed her resent one they wrote themselves. group of the lot was Next Step,
would have for each course. the lack of a formal ment of the administration's The Elemente~ played a short a last minute repla cement for
"I'm $Orry some students for mechanism to draw students view that it knows best what but energetic set, complete another band. Armed with a
one semester were over- into the curriculum planning courses should be taken. "My with n~w keyboardist. The guitar, "keyboard , washboard
burdened," he said, and fur· process. While Dean Headrick opinions should be given equal newest Element doesn 't take . and bucke t, they did a tota lly
away from the band as had outrageous set of what sound
ther noted that experimenta· generally doesn't find petitions weight,"·she argued .
tion i's nec.essary ,if progiess is persuasive, he feels students
And second-year student .been fea red, but he doesn 't ed like improv. They may be
to be made in developing i,. can influ~nce the process by Mary Sullivan felt that while really add anything either. The the first band in history to play
better first-year program.
preparing reasoned arguments the meeting helped because it crowd tried to get the a new wave square da nce, and
Dean Headrick also replied and presenting them to him let people air their frustration , Elem e nt s to play longer. but are prob,lbly what Deva was
to upper division students who and to faculty members. One "H's just too bad they had to they had to leave early to set lik e in their pre-Whip It days
claimed that their professors student suggested that a wait for a letter such as the · up for a gig at the Continental. It's rumored that they pl ay a t
Playing without the ir fe111al e Harrim a n's Ope n Mike o n
often express surprise when se- ..seminar be taught that would one sent to The Opinion to
.
. .
. . .,
cond anc( third-yea r students allow students to· prepare cur- finally address these iss ues." · vocalist, the _Fan s seemed._.tl?, ' •Thursdays
'
' ~
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BAR/BRI UPDATE
1. Summer Bar Review course ·
begins June 1, 1983
Morning Session 9:30 a.m., Room 106
Evening Session 6:00 p.m., Room 106

Books To be distributed May 31, 1983.

Watch For Posters

2. Irving Younger CPLR tapes will be
available until en~ of May in
AV Dept. Note AV Dept. limited
hours.
.

.

-

3. MPRE Course wUlbe given in August.
Watch for poste,r,s iA July., ..
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DIRECT INQUIRIES TO MAILBOX - 3
DURING-THE SUMMER.

Best of luck. We'.11 get you through. _·

BARlBRI
.
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·The following petition was
submitted on 4/14/83 to the
Commencement Committee
_-0

.
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Today tturd year students received
notices in their mailboxes that our pre
graduation cocktail party is scheduled to be
held ·at the Executive Inn. Pa~t of the
package which the class of 1983 is sponsoring
is the distribut1on of complimentary keys to
the annexed Playboy Club. The event is held
for the benefit of graduatiing seniors, their
parents, and the law school faculty. All
wou 1d get t_hese keys.
/, /
When I asked members of the coliVTlittee·
who made this decision, how and ~hy this
choice . was made, I was told that the 12
member conmencement committee decided it •on
its own and on the basis of price.
(Apparently one member of the committee
gathered "data" regarding accomodations,
_price, etc. and found this to be "the best
deal.") It would certainly seem that factors
other than price should be taken into
account, also.
I ' have no doubt that our class would
not hold such an important event at a - 
facility which excluded Blacks or Jews or

~hich required women to use a separate
~ntrance. Why then hold it somewhere which
franchises "entertainment" exploiting women
as sex objects? To advertise the Playboy
Club by our giving free keys_ is particular_ly
appalling. We are talkin~ about spending
thousands of dollars at a place which many
members of our class find highly offensive.
What individuals choose to do with thiir time
and money for entertainment purposes i~ their
own business. What our class spends its
money and energies on should be decided by
sen's itive, thorough searching - and perhaps a
class vote. Such a choice is an important
statement.
Man,r faculty members and students wi 11
not attend this otherwise joyous celebration
unless its location is changed. We believe
this choice was made without enough
sensitivity to important hum~n rights issues
and is in extremely poor taste. We trust
that now that the committee realizes this,
the l-0cation will be changed. THEREFORE, WE,
the undersi·gned, object to the Class of 1983
holding its pre-graduation party at the
Executive Inn.

Earl R. Pfeffer
Frank Butterini
Gerald .Allen
Mark Rasch
-Christine M. Kroetsch
Debor~h E. Nicosia
Janet Gunner
Molly Roach
James E. Metzler
Maura Desmond
Katherine Gladstone
Judith Holender
Judith Romanowski
David Moretti
Rea Adler
Mary Herne
Alan Solarz
Amy Ruth Tobol
Herbert Eisenberg
Jim Loree
' Frank- Bolz
Bradford Riendeau
Kevin Casutto
Albert Foster

STUDENTS.
Colleen A. Brown
Barbara Schifeling
Paula A. Smith
Diane Wray
Cindy Kanterman
Sylvia Fordice
Michael Sexton
Linda Nenni
Enid Tannenhaus
Lorraine Koury
Susan Dowd
Gary L: Cutler
Hilde Neubauer
Amy Stromberg
Linda Detine
Yvonne Spa 11 i no
Stephen C. Ha 1 pern _
Joyce Ferri_s Petronio
Michael F. Gautieri
R.i chard E. A1exander
Ronald Paul Start
Robert Lane Jr.

.

Michael McGory
Beverly Ungerer
· Jeannette Ogden
Josephine Finn
Angel a R.. Reyes
Donna Humphrey
Lori J. Marlan
Jane t-tarkle
Shelley A. Reback
Peter Ei nstat ·
William E. Coplan
Kathy Piech
Sue Stremick
Anne Di Fonzo
Laurie Styka
Glenn Frank
Barbara Kavanaugh
Gary Gaines
Nancy Young
.R4th Baum

FACULT"
Marjorie Girth
Louis A. DelCotto
Robert S. Berger
W. R. Greiner
Ken Joyce
Virginia Leary ·
Elizabeth Mensth
Barry S,. Boyer ·
Barbara Blumenthal
Janet S. Lindgren
James B. Atleson
Alfred S. Konefsky
Susan Carpenter
R. ~ils Olsen~ Jr.

Charles E. Carr
Vivian Garcia
Allen Carrel
Thomas E. Headrick
Richard Sullivan
David M. Engel .
Jacob Hyman
Errol E. Meidinger
Philip Halpern
Isabel Marcus
Paul J. Spiegelman
Louis S. Swartz
Joseph Gerken
t•ii 1ton Kap 1an
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Nets' Brown Breaks Contract & Fans' -Hearts
.
by Nicholas Capobianco

ing for anyone els~ . Charley years at New Jersey, Brown
Finley thought nothing of do abandoned the cause once
When Larry B·r own resigned ing just that when he enjoined again . This time, however, the
his job as head coach of the Dick Williams from managing ramifications were even more
professional basketball team the New York Yankees during distressing-. Brown left the
known as the New Jersey Nets, the summer of 1974, claiming team two weeks before the
no one expected him to be out that Williams still had one year playoffs were to begin, leaving
of work long. In fact, later that remaining on his contract with what had been a very suc
same day,. Brown signed a the Oakland A ' s. Finley , cessfu I campaign in turmoil.
multi-year contract to coach however, was an eccentric After spending nearly two
the Kansas University basket owner . The usual business years of molding a struggling
ball team . Larry Br.own is a practice emerging in the sports ballclub into a legitimate con
talented, muc;h want~d basket world apl)\'!ars to be letting _t~nder and speaking to his
ball coach who just can't stay high-priced coaches out of the players, many of them young
put very long. In less than four remaining years they have on players that he had drafted,
years Brown has had four dif their contract. It mal<es sense. ·about teamwork and trust, he
ferent coaching jobs . He quit Few universities or profes defected at their most crucial
the pro team, the Denver Nug sional teams can afford to pay hour. People were not only
gets, in mid-season to return an expensive unhappy coach shocked, they were hurt.
Bill Blair, the interim coach
to the emotional college game just to keep him from working
who is stuck guiding the lost
at powerhouse UCLA. Two elsewhere .
So, if everyone is so happy, ship, was persuaded to leave
years later, upset over his in
ability to relate to the brash what' s the big deal? Unfor his secure college coaching
spoiled college athletes, he tunately, third parties have position to follow Brown to
left the college scene and took · gotten hurt by Brown's im New Jersey . When Brown took
the head coaching position at petuous moves. When Brown off, he left Blair behind with a
left UCLA, -a place he su_p one-year contract that will
New Jersey.
What makes Brown different posedly needed because "col almost certainly not be renew
from other transients is that lege kids will listen to you, " ed next year.
Blair recently said, "This is a
each time Brown has left a many of the athletes that he
coaching position he has left a had recruited felt cheated and team that was shocked by
long-term contract behind . lied to. If they had known that Larry' s move and there' s at
Technically, each of Brown's he intended to desert midway least one guy who took it very,
former employers could have through, they might have very hard . 1-f you make
statements about how you are
sought an injunction against played basketball elsewhere .
After almost two successful going to stay and about
him enjoining
_
him from work-

responsibilities to the _players tual parties inv<>lved agree to
and then you go, well. .. "And . part, the law takes little in
what about Brown's resp·o n terest in what happens to inno
sibilities to the fans who paid cent third parties who get hurt.
his salary and expected him to Legal scholars may argue over
the importance · of the
live up to his four year deal?
· Of course, Larry Brown will autonomous contractor but
be admonished by the media the law ~hould address the
and his credibility will suffer, greater good of community
but he will .go on coachinl:! responsibility a11d help protect
without
courtroom
-in us from individualists like
terference. As long as the ac- Larry Brown.

Scho,larship Awarded

Second year U/B Law student Melvin Parker is the 1893
recipient of the Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Award,
granted by the New York State Trial Lawyers Association.
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Law School Organizati0ns Elect New Office·,s .
resource index to be accessible
to · those students \;Vishing _to
study abroad, a larger involvement in the · annual Jessup
The International Law Socie Moot Court Competition, and
ty held its annual election of the publication of a periodic
Officers as scheduled, on newsletter. The · organization
Thursday, April 14, · 1983. also has' hopes of bringing
Outgoing Chairperson, Dana speakers to the school and
Brutman, presided , over th'e possibly organizing a symelctions with the following posium to deal with career
results : Chrysanthe Vergos, choices in international law.
Chairperson; Tra.c y Kassman,
All in all, the emphasfs of
Secretary; • Kevin Yeag·er, the meeting was on giving the
Treasurer; Jeffrey Johnson, I LS a greater role in the school
Jessup Competition Coor and channeling activities to
dinator; arid 'Kurt Amend, meet the needs of students and
Kimberly Copeland, and Dan faculty in the area of interna
Dewar, Directors. Of the seven tionartaw, T.he ILS would thu's
officers, only . one, Kassman ~elcome any suggestions
has previously served as an ILS students and faculty may have
officer.
concerning next year's ac
The outlook for 1983-84 is tivities . Office hours are :
bright as the newly elected of 10:00-1 :00, Monday, · Weclnes
ficers have· vowed to seek the day; and Thursday. All those
more active participation of interested should feel free to
students and faculty in the drop in and discuss any ideas
organization and to enlarge they may have. Written sugges
the scope of ILS activities. . tions are also welcomed and a
Discussed
were
the suggestion envelope has now
possibilities of .s etting up a been placed at the ILS office,

ILS

POEM
by Andrew Friedman

It's not a set of thoughts that I c1'n name

or somethin•g ·that is there - within my heart
It's not a haunting ghost like memory
or dreams that trouble me in sleep
It's rather just a thought that sor:nething's wrong
Just like a room that's dark without a window,
A radio on which the sound knob sticks
A rock tune missing drums, rice without salt,.
or custard without sugar - not quite right
You have to think to place your finger on it
But right away you know that something's wrong .
·, You know that sornething's missing, and you know
That you can't quite enjoy things as you should ·
or 't ive at peace with yo'ur daily life
And though you rarely cry, it takes your smile
And sometimes laughter sounds a little hollow
And makes me wonder if it's worth the bother

,
Ad.vocacy
continued from page 1

Despite the procedural con
troversy, Curran and Gulino,
arguing . for respondents,
unanimously won the final
round against St. John's . Law
School. Commenting on , the
quality of the St. John 's 'team,
John said " it wa s a hell of a ,
good round, " adding that the
other team, comprised o'f two
third-year students, was in a·
way relieved not to win, and
thus not to go onto the na• tio(.lal Competition while
studying for the bar exam in Ju
ly.
Len, commenting generally
on the quality of the other
teams, noted that some of
them, while very good, "seem
ed stiff," quoting precedent
merely for the sake of quoting
precedent. He added, " For the
first time, I felt our curriculum
has credence;" for it helps U/B ,
law· students develop a more
flexible approach to legal
problems .

604 O ' Brran, for this purpose.
Please take advantage of this
opportunity to,participate as it
will better enable the organiza
tion t.o serve the interests of
the law school community.

Law Review
The Buffalo Law Review is
pleased to announce the
results oJ . elections for the
1983-84 Editorial Board:
Articles Editors: Leora Ben
Arni, Perry Binder, Elizabeth

Grue, Torn McCarthy,
Sheridan, Ray Stil~ell.

Al

BLSA
The Black Law Students
Association ~ Id its annual
elections on Tht:Jrsday, April 14
and the results are as follows:
President: Michelle Hutchin
son, Vice-President: Chris Ren
froe, Treasurer: Osborne
Carter, Secretary: Sonya Tate,
and Community Liaison:
Dewette Aughtry .

800k Review

How To Pass The Bar Exam
by Barb Barton

you how to recognize "trick" practice for both essay ques
questions as LSAT-preparation tions and the Multi-state. Part I
Students experiencing anxie books may have done; indeed, ends with practical test-taking
ty about taking and passing the there is no way you will be techniques .
Bar exam should consider in able to avoid studying for the
Part
11
focuses
on
vesting $10.95 in the recently Bar. What this book will do is psychological strategies for
published book Pass This Bar, to help you to organize your passing the Bar: avoiding
by Loretta Walder (John Wiley time, cope with the stress of panic-stricken fellow students,
& Sons, Publisher).
the exam and help lessen your adopting positive thinking
The
author,
a guilt about letting the rest of about the Bar, motivating
psychologist/attorney, is a the world slide at Bar exam yourself and preventing ·stress .
New
York · time.
· licensed
,
Pass This Bar addresses itself
· psychologist and is admitted
The book is divided into two to the mental problems
to the New York Bar. She con parts . Part I is a week-by-week associated with taking the Bar
ducts a Stress Clinic, affiliated approach to the exam; it tel Is and attempts to alleviate those
with the Bar/Bri Bar Review you where you should be in difficulties so that the student
course, in New York and has your studies-as time progresses can focus his/her energy on
counselled a nomber of and what to do if you 're not · learning and studying rather
students preparing for the Bar. there . It suggests possible than wasting it on needless and
Not surprisingly, the book is schedules for working and non wasteful worry. One word of
written from a psychological working students to follow and caution : this book is only a
standpoint. It will not teach also provides schedules of helpful as the reader is willing
to follow its advice .

Economic Theorists ...
continued from page 4

w·•,nn·ers...
we would analyze a complex
problem without a professor
looking over our shoulder ." He
added that while moot court
competitions involve a lot of
hard ·work, " they let you see
what it's li~e to analyze a problem, get a feel for the law, and
then argue. It' s like the real
wo·r ld ."

spend it then the inflation pro
blem is intensified. If they save
it then there is no impetus to
economic activity.
,
Whether the administration
embraced such contradictory
rationales because it felt the
tax cuts are so essential for the
good of the national economy
that any means utilized
justifi~ the ends ' sought, or
simply because it has been attempting to legitimize partjsan
policy making, are questions
_ 1hat go beyond the scope of
this article. My concern ,
however, is that the voting
pubI ic is often being persuad
ed by g roundless economic
justifications.
I submit that when .
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·

ec'onomic commentators
employ the same " scientific"
styl~ as their counterparts in
the natural sciences, these
commentators not only
mislead, but they also lend
credibility to those who seek
to use economics not to
enlighten, but rather to per
suade . Without injecting
reason and caution in their
writings, the economic com
mentators' writings become in
distinguishable from partisan
politicans' economic rhetoric .
Tragically the ' voting public
becomes ac customed to thi s
form of analy sis . Once
anesthetized
to
such
manipulations, the general
public loses its ability to
critically evaluate politicians'

1 --.::wa

_No need for retyping when, editing draft s

Although it rained all
weekend and he didn' t get a
chance to see much of Brook
lyn, ·John says he enjoyed the
competition . "We worked very
hard, but then, most people
did . It was good to find out
that we were good, " John con
cluded . Reflecting on the
value of .the competition, ·1.:en
con~luded, "It was good to see_

Johannes; Managing Editors:
Carol Gundel, Jon . Webster;
Editor-In-Chief: Ken Schoetz;
Executive Editor: Tim Brock;
Publications Editors: Al Bozer,
Chuck. Cercone; Note & Com
ment Editors: Dave Marcus Head of Dept., Tom Ginter,
Arlene Hibschweiler, Irene
Hirata, Peggy Lillis, Mary
Salhus, Dan Venuti; Book
Review Editor: Dan Joyce;
Senior Member.s: Sandi Blitz,
Jean Corigliano, Marilyn
Ducato, Seth Fitter, Bill
Gillmeister, Susan Gray, Tom

,

economic rationalizations. The
public does not perceive politi
cians' analysis as incomplete,
or perhaps fallacious, but is
rather convinced by specious
political rhetoric.
Of course my comments
assume there is indeed a dif
ferent motive behind the
writings of economic commen
tators and election conscious
politicians - one to enlighten
and the other to persuade . Thi s
may, undoubtedly, be an er
roneous assumption . If indeed
the commentator is trying to
persuade, my comment s can
only staAd as a reminder - 
economi cs is not an exact
science - examine carefull y
the rationales of those who use
it as though it is .
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BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS

Knowing how to analyze complicated essays, con f usedly
combining several field s of law, and writing coherent,
logical and consistent answers thereto, can make the
crucial difference in passing the Bar Exam . Why not get the
feel of 1-6 very difficult Bar Exam questions before the July,
1983 Bar Exams ? Thousands of students, for the past 40
years, ha~e been convinced that the approach - analysis
- and style techniques and methods they need at THE
l'.(ASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS were essential to their
success on the Bar Exam .
Six successive Sundays, starting June 12, 1983, from 1 to 4
p.m ., at the N.Y. Sheraton Hotel, 56th Street & 7th Avenue,
N.Y.C.
Tuition Fee: $150
Taped course to be held at U.B.
We were· over-subscr!bed in our last 10 series!
Buffalo Agents: Mark R_eisman & Rick Roberts
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The Producers of THE ·OPINION Wis'h to

•••
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••

Thank Their Fantastic Cast anct ·crew
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for a Great Year! Special thanks to our
retiring CAST OF CHARACTERS;
.
'

In the leading roles:

••
••
••
•
••
••

••
••
••
••
••

.

Glenn Frank
Earl Pfeffer
••
••
••
In the supporting roles:
••
•
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
Amy Tobol &
•
•
Barbra Kavanaugh
••
John Stegmayer
••
Cary Caines
••
••
And of oou~se, our
Also
,
Kudos
t
o
our
•

•••
•• retiring Se nior Staff
•
•

••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•

.••
.
•
.

•

.

Ex.e out<ive Producer:
'

M ichae l Mc Go r r y
I

Lou is Roper
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Joe Ruh
Frank Bolz
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